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AutoCAD represents one of the biggest software development projects in history. Throughout the 1980s, the software's developers worked on new features and bug fixes while designing the architecture of
the product. During the 1990s, after AutoCAD was established as a product and growth slowed, the developers spent more time polishing and refining the product. AutoCAD began as a fairly simple
drafting package, with mostly basic features. The package has grown to include features such as interoperability with other major Autodesk software products; drafting and documentation tools for
architectural, mechanical, civil and structural design; 3D views of architectural design elements; and advanced technical drawing and modeling capabilities. The early development years were a time of trial
and error, and AutoCAD was not as intuitive as other drafting packages. The original version of AutoCAD was primarily aimed at the desktop market for business-oriented use. As time went on, Autodesk
released several more releases of the software and opened it to developers and artists. A feature set of AutoCAD that is still available today includes such features as archiving, parametric drawing,
reporting, and a broad selection of keyboard shortcuts. Several AutoCAD versions were released before AutoCAD R14. The first release in the series was AutoCAD Release 14.0. AutoCAD Release 14.0
was the first release that was fully 3D capable. A major new feature of this release was the new 3D Designer, which provides the ability to build 3D drawings from parametric 3D blocks. The Release 15.0
series (released in April 1995) is considered to be the cornerstone of the current version of AutoCAD. This version introduced a number of major changes and features, including: The ability to keep two
views of the same drawing onscreen at once in multiple windows. The ability to create and maintain customizable keyboard shortcuts. With the introduction of AutoCAD, Autodesk changed the way they
designed their software. Over the years, they have steadily worked on AutoCAD's interface, adding more features such as options menus, toolbars and wizards. AutoCAD still has a few buttons in its
interface that are used more for historical reasons than for ease of use, such as the menu button in the title bar or the drawing toolbar. AutoCAD did not change its interface radically from the first release
to the version it has today. However, over the years, Autodesk
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Design applications Other third-party CAD applications support AutoCAD as a CAD format. They generally do not provide the same level of interoperability with AutoCAD as other CAD applications do.
CAD applications There are many other applications which provide the capability to draw and edit with a program that follows the same rules and conventions of the AutoCAD design software. Many are
specialized applications to draw and edit specific engineering, architectural and mechanical design tasks. These CAD applications generally operate on their own file formats and may or may not use the
same file formats as AutoCAD. Military and government For the U.S. Department of Defense, multiple vendors offer the following product lines. In 2011, the Department of Defense outlined a common
set of 3D content standards for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the U.S. Army, and the U.S. Air Force. It also called for the development of a commercial release of the 3D
content. As of 2012, a number of public-private partnerships had been formed to lead efforts for the adoption of a common 3D file format. AddOns AutoCAD not only allows users to extend the design
environment through plugins, but also provides a standard way to develop and distribute Add-ons via the Autodesk Exchange Apps. AutoCAD Architecture AutoCAD Architecture is a plugin created by
Autodesk to be a part of the AutoCAD system. It is a Windows application developed in the Visual LISP programming language that implements a number of architectural and building design features
within AutoCAD. The development of the Autodesk Architectural Suite occurred after the release of AutoCAD LT, in order to address the lack of architectural features in AutoCAD LT. The suite allows
importing of both CAD files and free form drawing into AutoCAD. Other applications 3D Content.3D is an AutoCAD plug-in that provides building support for 3D buildings and land-use models such as
zoning, size and quantity. The files can be imported and exported from other CAD applications. AggreDraw is a computer aided design application based on AggreTech BIM technology that lets you design
and analyze 3D models. BasiCAD is a topological design package supporting 2D design, 3D drafting and embedded computing. It is a BIM-enabled system that connects to the Autodesk WorldBuilder BIM
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What's New In?

AutoSave: Save your drawing changes automatically, even if you’re offline. Text Information Capture: Synchronize multiple copies of a single text object and display the information using the text object, a
data bar, or both. Symbol Space: Use the existing symbol file format to design scalable symbols without having to write custom code. Improved support for digital workflows: Easily import and export
layered files, and save parametric curves to separate files. New Automatic Reference Manager (ARM): Keep the best reference points on the screen for easier referencing. Marker Capture: Automatically
send reference points and create markers that help you keep your drawings organized. Improved 3D Modeling: Use 3D drawing features to easily work with geometries, display multiple models side-by-
side, and animate objects in your model. Advanced Surface Tools: Make surfaces and line primitives that are highlighted or highlighted and dashed with one tool. You can also do basic shape recognition,
vector cutting, splitting, cutting, and collimation. There are also tools for drawing freehand with antialiasing, snapping to curves, and radius manipulation. Cloud AutoCAD Integration: Set up a drawing and
let it update automatically, giving you immediate access to your latest drawing. Object References: Drag a selected object onto another object to quickly link them together. Redesigned Views: See all the
information you need on one screen. You can also use panning, zooming, and toolbars to customize the experience. Text-Editing Features: Improved mouse pointer recognition for left- and right-click
functions. New Batch Transform, Draw Edit Features, and New & Improved Command Dialogs. Built-In Applications: Work more efficiently with your existing applications—upload files, add comments
to a drawing, and more. You can also view and edit drawings as Google, Bing, and SketchUp projects. Markup Features: Use the Markup tool to make edits and annotations and add comments to any screen
or layer. New Markup Tools: Edit annotations using many of the same tools used to draw in AutoCAD. Transform Tools:
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) 1.92 GHz Dual-Core processor 2 GB RAM 3 GB available hard disk space Graphics card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Internet connection How To Install: Download the
MirrorLinks zip file and extract its contents. Run MirrorLinks.exe and choose the direct download link. Select the download link from the mirrored site and download it. Run MirrorLinks.exe again and
follow the on-screen instructions.
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